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I say "just a little" because the satisfaction level with the existing NEX series is pretty high. The new
combination of features exceeds what the average enthusiast digital SLR can do, and does it in a significantly
smaller package. Adding all these features required a slight size increase over other NEX designs, but not
significantly so. The feeling is very solid and high quality. From the front, the appearance is very similar to the
NEX-5, but with a more sculpted grip and a slightly taller profile. The camera also uses lugs for D-rings,
rather than the wide metal lugs found on all the other NEX cameras. Pictured just left of the shutter button is
the new Navigation button, which cycles through the options available to the user through the Tri-Navi camera
control system. The NEX-7 includes the same mm kit lens as in other NEX-series models, but dressed in black
to better match the body. The power switch has moved yet again, this time ringing the shutter button as it did
on the NEX-3, but facing the front. The Movie Record button takes up a better position than past designs, just
atop the leather-like thumb grip. The Sony NEX-7 features an impressively high-resolution Total resolution is
some The NEX-7 also provides a choice of three High ISO noise reduction cannot be disabled altogether, but
provides three adjustable operating strengths: High, Normal, or Low. Five Sony E-mount lenses are already
shipping in the US market: Two additional models are slated to ship imminently: An impressive list indeed,
although, it should be noted that each adapter will have differing limitations, and the majority will be
manual-focus only. Another item announced alongside the NEX-7 makes the NEX-series unique among
mirrorless cameras in providing support for phase detection autofocus from a dedicated AF sensor. The
LA-EA2 adapter will provide phase detection autofocusing with tracking, predictive control, and AF micro
adjustment for all AF-capable Alpha-mount lenses, but cannot be used with a teleconverter. When shooting in
JPEG mode, the Sony NEX-7 includes the ability to automatically correct lens shading vignetting , lateral
chromatic aberration, and distortion in-camera, as images are captured. Sony says that it has implemented a
new autofocus algorithm that improves focusing performance and speed. The NEX-7 provides both
single-servo and continuous-servo autofocus operation. A built-in LED autofocus illuminator helps the NEX-7
to achieve a focus lock on nearby subjects in low ambient lighting conditions. Working range for this AF
assist lamp varies depending on the specific lens in use, but with the mm kit lens, has a working range of 1.
When focusing manually, Sony offers two Focus Magnifier zoom levels to aid in determining the precise point
of focus, either 5. Also included is the "focus peaking" display which was introduced in the NEX-C3. This
makes it easier to identify the point of focus by highlighting the areas of strongest image contrast. When
enabled, three highlight colors are available white, red, or yellow , and the peaking function can operate at one
of three sensitivity levels high, mid, or low. Sony claims prefocused shutter release lag of just 0. Burst
shooting is equally swift, with a maximum rate of ten frames per second manufacturer spec possible in the
Speed Priority Continuous burst mode, which locks focus and exposure from the first frame. In the lab, it
performed even better with longer bursts. As with the NEX-5 before it, the Sony NEX-7 includes a
two-pronged dust reduction strategy, with a charge protection coating on its low-pass filter that aims to
prevent dust adhering in the first place, and the ability to vibrate the filter to shake free any stubborn particles
that manage to adhere despite the coating. We do note that it is now using the term "ultrasonic vibration" in its
marketing materials for the NEX-5N, however, and given that the dust reduction cycle is no longer clearly
audible, that suggests that it has probably increased the vibration frequency. It is, however, possible to perform
a cycle manually through the menu, if desired. For old-school types like ourselves, the charm of putting a
compact, sleek rangefinder camera up to your eye is a pleasure in itself; the fact that the view through the
eyepiece is so crisp, detailed and accurate is icing on the cake. As technology continues to advance, though,
many limitations of earlier EVFs are being addressed, and the OLED technology used in the "TruFinder"
found in these latest Alpha and NEX models makes another large step in the right direction. Overall, we liked
the TruFinder quite a bit, but there are still some limitations: This last will automatically set the camera up for
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one of eight common scene types, as selected by the photographer. They differ from each other in that
Hand-held Twilight mode will generally opt for lower but still hand-holdable shutter speeds than in
Anti-Motion Blur mode. The Sweep Panorama modes each capture a burst of images for as long as the shutter
button is held down, then automatically stitch them into a panorama. The 3D mode generates a single image
with separate left-eye and right-eye views of the scene, as the subject passes across the field of view.
Available metering modes include Multi-segment, Center-weighted, and Spot. Exposure compensation is
available within a range of 5. The Sony NEX-7 offers a generous selection of ten white balance modes,
including Auto, six presets Daylight, Shade, Cloudy, Incandescent, Fluorescent, and Flash , a direct color
temperature setting 2, to 9, Kelvin , a color filter setting steps of green to magenta bias, and steps of blue to
amber bias , plus a Custom white balance mode. An optional long-exposure noise reduction function is
available for exposures shot with shutter speeds longer than 1 second. The NEX-7 focal-plane shutter has the
same exposure specs as for the earlier NEX-5, but the NEX-7 has obviously been goosed up some to get its
amazing 10 frames per second at full megapixel resolution. This greatly speeds the shutter release on live-view
cameras, and significantly reduces shutter-generated vibration as well. A little explanation is perhaps in order.
In a conventional SLR, the focal-plane shutter is composed of two leaves or "curtains" that work together to
control the exposure time. The first curtain starts the exposure by dropping down to uncover the sensor. The
second curtain ends the exposure by dropping down to cover it again. After each exposure, the shutter curtains
are returned to their original positions in preparation for the next shot. Very short exposures are made by
having the two curtains move together, moving a small slit across the focal plane. To help you visualize, here
are a couple of animations showing the action described above, one for a longer exposure , the other for a
short one ; once the graphic loads, click the button to see the shutter animation. These animations are from
Photocourse. In a live-view camera, the shutter curtains are initially open, so light can reach the sensor to
create the live viewfinder display. In live view mode with a conventional mechanical shutter, the bottom
curtain has to be raised first, before the exposure can begin. This of course takes time, increasing the shutter
lag before the exposure can begin. The closing of the first curtain can also introduce additional vibration,
affecting image sharpness at some shutter speeds. See our detailed discussion of the blur anomaly in the
original Olympus E-P1 for an example. The most noticeable result of this is that shutter lag in live view mode
is very brief: Sony claims only 20 milliseconds 0. The reduced curtain movement also reduces shutter-induced
camera vibration, and makes for a much quieter shutter release as well: A 20ms release time is actually quite a
bit faster than even very high-end professional SLRs can manage. The gauge is displayed in a style
reminiscent of an aircraft attitude indicator, but with a separation of the roll and pitch indicators. When the
camera is perfectly level, the pitch indicators and markings at the end of the roll indicator are illuminated in
green. Even among SLRs, face detection during live view is a fairly common feature these days, and for
compact system cameras its pretty much standard. The Sony NEX-7 goes a step further, though, in offering
the ability to register the faces of eight specific individuals, who will then be automatically recognized and
prioritized over other faces when determining focus, exposure, and flash output, as well as during
post-exposure image processing. The NEX-7 is capable of simultaneously detecting and accounting for up to
eight faces in any given scene, and also includes a Smile Shutter function with three-step sensitivity, which
will automatically capture an image when your subject is smiling. Of course, face detection can be disabled,
should you wish. The guide number is 6 meters at ISO , and coverage is 18mm, with a maximum recycle time
of around four seconds. A selection of eleven Picture Effect modes are available, five of them new since the
NEX-5 with one mode having been removed. A Dynamic Range Optimizer function aims to open up the
shadows while maintaining highlight detail, and can be left under automatic control, or set to one of five preset
levels. There are also several multi-shot modes, including Hand-held Twilight and Anti Motion Blur both of
which allows faster shutter speeds with reduced image noise , and an Auto HDR mode. This last creates a
single high dynamic range image from three sequential shots, whose exposure level varies anywhere from 1 6 EV in 1 EV steps, controlled automatically or manually. The NEX-7 also offers an in-camera Sweep
Panorama function, which captures and stitches together multiple images as you sweep your lens across a
panoramic scene. When set to Wide mode, Sweep Panorama can create a horizontal scene with a resolution of
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12, x 1, pixels, or a vertical scene with a resolution of 2, x 5, pixels. In standard mode, the horizontal
dimensions are 8, x 1, pixels, while vertical panoramas occupy 2, x 3, pixels. The result is saved as a single
multi-picture object file that contains two separate JPEG images, one for each eye, allowing it to be viewed on
3D-capable Sony Bravia displays In Wide mode, 3D Sweep Panoramas occupy 7, x 1, pixels, while in
Standard mode the resolution is 4, x 1, pixels. When set to NTSC mode, the available progressive-scan rate are
60 fps 28 Mbps or 24 fps 24 Mbps or 17 Mbps , and you can also opt for an interlaced 60 fps 24 Mbps or 17
Mbps. If you switch to PAL mode, the options are the same, except that the 60 fps rates are replaced by 50 fps
equivalents, and the 24 fps rates by 25 fps ones. Note that no p recording mode is available on the NEX
Unlike many competing cameras, the Sony NEX-7 provides full control over movie exposure--even allowing
adjustment during recording--with a choice of Program, Aperture-priority, Shutter-priority, or fully Manual
recording. It also allows Tracking autofocus, as well as use of Creative Style and some Picture Effect modes
during movie capture. A built-in monaural speaker caters to movie playback, and has an eight-step adjustable
volume setting. To let you immediately judge composition, exposure, and the like, the Sony NEX-7 provides
an optional Auto Review function that can display images on-screen for two, five, or ten seconds immediately
post capture. In addition, images can be enlarged up to Two index views are available, showing either six or
twelve frames at once. This includes a dummy battery which feeds power to the camera from the AC adaptor,
with a small flap in the battery compartment door providing ingress for the dummy battery cable. With the
exception of the aforementioned flash hot shoe, and jack for an external stereo microphone, there is no other
external connectivity on the NEX When using the built-in electronic viewfinder, rated battery life falls to
shots. Just to get it out of the way at the outset, I have to say that the NEX-7 is my new favorite camera: Held
like that, your index finger is perfectly positioned over the shutter button, and drawing it back slightly
positions it directly above the top-panel function button. The function button is located towards the front of the
grip, rather than centered front to back on the grip as the shutter button is. Further back on the body would
have meant a more awkward reach and a cramped feeling: The most natural grip position leaves your thumb
perfectly poised between the two top Tri-Navi control dials. The rear dial really requires you hold the camera
in front of you, but the two-handed grip the NEX-7 naturally encourages makes this fast and easy. With all the
buttons and dials located on the right side of the camera, your left hand can be dedicated to providing support
and adjusting the zoom or focus settings.
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In this manual, all detail of the product including specification, operation, setting, features, and others are
stored. So, for the information hunter such as journalist and enthusiasts, this manual will be a best source.
With this manual, we hope we can help those who need the information about Sony NEX Further, before
going too deep to the information about Sony NEX-7 Manual, here we enclose the video review about this
product. From this video, you can obtain many information regarding to the specification, feature, operation,
and others. So, for you who are interested to this camera, referring to below video will be so much helpful.
And to begin with, we will talk about the most obvious thing of this camera first, the overall look of it.
Apparently, this Sony NEX-7 camera is bigger than the previous ones. The solid body is made of magnesium
alloy. Even though it has shallow grip, but it is wide and has a texture of rubberized leatherette feel that is
attached at the camera back to place the thumb for enabling a secure hold. Further, there is an electronic
viewfinder placed on the left of rear panel too. It is placed there in order to avoid the light path with no
addition of camera height. As you can see, next to the shutter button, there is an additional unmarked button. It
gives the focus point adjustment that can be changed for some functions such as white balance, picture effects,
and creative styles. But, before hitting the manual directly, here we are going to talk about the specification of
this camera in a simpler explanation. This mirrorless interchangeable lens camera is the fifth model of NEX
series that targets squarely at photography enthusiasts. There is an innovative 2-dial system that takes the
screen-based NEX operation back to the hardware controls. That is what most enthusiasts want. With the high
price, the camera can take excellent photos, record awesome quality of videos, and perform fast. So, the price
is paid-off not a ripoff-high. They set the features to stand beyond the competition. It becomes not only the
most advanced but also the priciest CSC that can be bought. That sensor can capture p HD videos. It is
beautifully and functionally designed. While talking about pricing, you can get it on the store for dollars. This
is the worth price compared with the specification and features inside it. With this manual, we hope that we
can help both user and enthusiast getting the needed data regarding to this camera. And to bring ease in
accessing it, the manual itself will be provided in PDF file format. Therefore, before decided to download it,
firstly, make sure that you have PDF reader software installed in your personal device. Find more Camera user
manual several other brands in this page. We hope that this manual will be functional as your guidance in
operating and treating this camera device. Further, if you have any other ideas about this product, you can put
your opinion in the comment session below.
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If you own a NEX-7 and want to pick up a few tips for getting better shots with this camera then this article is
for you. It has been my go-to camera for years. I use my Sony NEX-7 for landscape, travel, casual shooting,
and a variety of events. I use my Nikon D3 for pro-sports shooting, low-light shooting, studio work and
anything that requires focus tracking. Keep your NEX-7 firmware updated. To download the latest version:
Yes, it is special and they are very proud of it. Learn to set it up, learn to use it, take time to practice it. Simply
press the Navigation button. Once you see the setting you want then use the left and right knobs and back dial
to make the adjustment â€” the two dials and the center wheel make up the Tri-Navi feature. There are more
than 50 settings available throughout the menu but Sony picked 10 that can be assigned to the Tri-Navi
feature. The customizable buttons are the Right Dial click, the B and C buttons. Learn the buttons, this is how
they are arranged on the back of the camera and described in the setup menu. It keeps those pesky fingers from
dialing in settings without you knowing it. If you are the type to change shooting modes for every shot and
constantly menu dive then your NEX-7 experience will be daunting. To minimize frustrations, set your
preferences and leave it that way. Give yourself time to learn the workflow of the camera. Here is my NEX-7
custom set-up: Navigation Button 1st press: Focus Settings 3rd press: White balance setting 4th press: They
are not as good with the Live View feature as compact cameras. The NEX-7 with a tiltable Live View screen
is excellent and the fact that it shows what the camera is about to shoot is icing on the cake. Live View will
help you with awkward shooting angles and stealth shooting which is great for street photography. There is a
downside. In time the thinking will change, Live View will be the norm at any level of professionalism. Live
view is a wonderful asset but in sunny conditions know when to throw in the towel and use the electronic
viewfinder EVF. Get used to using the EVF and the transition will be flawless. DSLR when it comes to optics.
The DSLR with its internal mirror takes up room and requires the lens to be further from the sensor. The
mirrorless camera has lenses that can mount much closer to the sensor. The result is a lighter lens with less
glass, more compact. When do I use manual focus? A few that come to mind are low-light shooting, manual
HDR, close up work, shooting-through-stuff, and I want to lock-in on something specific. Grabbing quick
shots with little to no compositional control is best done using Manual focus. I moved the camera low to the
water surface and quickly shot between waves. Taking the clunky mirror out of the design has obviously
speeded things up, which brings me to another design benefit: The noise you do hear however is the shutter
closing. I gently put my camera bag in a seat belt next to my kids. I strap it to my back diligently, I minimize
risk of impact and I never let it out of my sight. Walk on the beach with sunbathers around â€” that DSLR
with a zoom lens makes you look like a stalker, maybe even a pedophile if you point that camera any place
other than the open ocean. The small size of the NEX-7 is a huge motivating factor. So can camera size make
me a better photographer? The NEX-7 has given me a renewed sense of photography. It goes everywhere
without a hitch. Phase detection is technology that nails the focus instantly and contrast detection has to search
via trial and error to achieve focus. When mirrorless lacks phase detection, it also loses significantly in locking
focus in low-light. The focus illuminator can help but I still cuss the damn thing when focus keeps searching.
LENSES What started out to be a line of mediocre lenses for mirrorless cameras has now grown to an
impressive line of lenses, adapters and third party lenses. Primes lenses are available and the list is steadily
growing. Adapters have made it possible to mount just about any lens you own. Check out the full line of
Metabones Adapters. It also allows a D-lens to be attached. Remember D-Lens has the f-stop ring and the
G-Lens does not. Of course with the adapter and a Nikon lens it becomes manual focus and the readout for
f-stop is not available. If you have the mm F3. Here is a partial list of prime lenses and two zooms sorted by
price: Check out the great line of adapters to put that lens to use. The location where it locks focus in the
viewfinder depends on your choice of: Multi, Center or Flexible Spot focus. I prefer not to use Multi and
Center focus because my shooting needs change from minute to minute and Flexible Spot gives me the most
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control. You can always fall back on Manual focus too. A fairly complex scene handled nicely by AF-S and
spot focus. Toggling the Flexible Spot focus area to another position in the viewfinder is one of the essential
needs while shooting. Sony requires first pressing the B-button to activate it. That way it is easier to activate
because your thumb is already on the wheel. I lock focus on their eye then recompose to include some or all of
the statue and shoot. I quickly repeat changing the composition, and zoom. Each image is metered where I
locked focus, not where I took the shot. Sony needs to add a menu setting in a firmware update: I could toggle
the focus area around the viewfinder for each composition. Here is a situation where locking the focus spot
AND causing Auto Exposure to lock can get you into trouble. Notice the bright window light in the bg. Herein
lies the weakness of the NEX-7 camera. My first preference in shooting a moving subject with the NEX-7 is
not to use AF-C but to use AF-S and pre-focus at a point in the scene and time the shot when the subject gets
there. It works well but is dependent on YOUR skills as a photographer in timing the shot. The pace of
shooting will have to slow down so each shot can be planned for the shutter press. Also you give up a little
control on catching the decisive moment. This is something like a race car event. If your primary photography
is action with rapid distance changes you need a different camera. There is an alternative with the NEX I
pre-focus when I can anticipate where my subject will be in the scene. I focused on the post to her left and
waited for her to enter the plane of focus. Manual M â€” Manual focus is probably one of the most underused
tools in photography. Manual focus is a wonderful tool but it takes practice. Manual focus is great for product
shoots, macro work, manual HDR, night photography, shooting-through foregrounds and maintaining the
focus on the same spot for several shots. Learn to manual focus by practicing. That means to focus closer I
need to turn the focus ring clockwise. Here is a cool depth of field calculator http: A red line appears at the
edges of the in-focus areas. When using manual focus, this feature nails focus with amazing accuracy â€”
much better than my eyes can do on a repetitive basis. Focus Peaking will also speed things up. I live in an
area that has horrible light pollution so my opportunities are limited. Focusing with an electronic focus ring
can be a little challenging until you learn the tricks. Add a dark night with some stars and it can be frustrating
trying to achieve focus. I measured the distance using tape on the focus ring. It shows even better if you zoom
in with the highest focus assist option For star photography learn to focus the NEX-7 properly. Direct Manual
Focus DMF â€” this is an auto focus feature that allows you to fine tune with manual focus by turning the
focus ring if desired.
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Sony Alpha NEX-7 If you audiophiles think that new and improved models are coming onto the market at an
accelerated pace, try dipping a toe into the photography biz. The present popularity of sensors without
anti-aliasing filters is, to me, almost bitterly ironic, since I owned a Kodak 14Nâ€”a full-frame Nikon-mount
14Mp SLR, which had no anti-aliasing filter and was roundly castigated for omitting it. Just as in audio, guys
start talking out of both sides of their mouths whenever their ox gets gored: Who needs more pixels or lower
noise at high ISOs? And, to be fair, Leica does have the glass. The NEX cameras use E-mount lenses, and
while Sony offers two adaptors that allow you to use its Zeiss-branded A-mount lenses on NEX cameras, you
will have to pay a penalty in the considerable added weight of the A-mount lenses and, if you use the better
adaptor with provision for auto-focusing, an SLT mirror, which steals some of the light away from the sensor.
The combinations proved to be marriages made in heaven. The result of this diffraction problem can be
vignetting and cyan colorcasts in the corners of images. The pixel-peeping German Web site Photozone
recently reviewed two Sony-branded lenses that lost resolution at the edges at larger apertures. Photozone
blamed the design of the 24Mp Sony sensor for some of this problem. Soâ€¦is the NEX-7 a serious bust for
serious photographers? First, some words about the camera itself. While the praise is mostly justified, if you
plan to use manual-focus RF lenses take it with a grain of salt. Web site after Web site has already covered
these in detail see http: This is tack-sharp, with, I think, rather beautiful color and contrast. How high in
resolution is this sensor? Well, click on this link and look at a photo taken with a 90mm f3. Pretty finely
detailed, eh? Now that is sharp, IMO! And this snap was taken at ISO What happens when you use a
wide-angle symmetrical lens and get all that vignetting and colorcasting in the corners? Click on this link:
Where are the vignetting and the colorcasts? Well, they were there all right, but I got rid of them thanks to a
freeware program recommended by the great Web site The Luminous Landscape see http: CornerFix does
require a little extra work to set up, and it does necessitate an additional step in post-processing. But the upside
is that you can use any lens wide-angle symmetrical or not without having to worry about the edges and the
corners of your images. The procedure is simple: You take a reference photo with the lens in question of a
white card or a grey one at about two stops over metered exposure. You load this image into CornerFix and it
generates a corrected image that compensates for vignetting and colorcasts. Then, the next time you download
your RAW files into Lightroom 4, you simply export the file in question as a DNG, open the DNG in
CornerFix, apply the correction profile that you created with your white card for this particular taking lens,
and, presto, you have a DNG without vignettes or casts. You save the corrected file on your Desktop or
wherever , load it back into Lightroom 4, and go about your usual business of post-processing. Here is a photo
in which I did that very thing: And here is another: Oh, the NEX-7 is also very good in low lightâ€”maybe not
quite as low in noise as the 5N, but close enough when you factor in improved image quality to call it a wash.
But then I use a turntable as my primary source, so what do I care about convenience? Indeed, with a pixel
density of. Controlling vibration is a genuine plus on the NEX-7, however, thanks to its light weight, compact
size, the absence of a mirror, and its electronic first shutter. Once again I encourage you to go to jlvalin. They
are also unusually compact and lightweight, which makes street shooting considerably easier. And they are
very well made. Just understand that proper procedures must be followed when taking a picture and when
processing it if you plan to employ these superb manual-focus lenses.
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Menu List Menu list You can select and use various functions from the menu. You can set various functions in
each item. Items that cannot be set in the context are displayed in gray. Page 31 Camera Allows you to set
shooting functions, such as continuous shooting, self-timer, remote-control shooting, and flash. Image Size
Image Size Allows you to set the image size and aspect ratio, etc. Page 34 Playback Allows you to set
playback functions. Page 35 Setup Allows you to make more detailed shooting settings, or change the camera
settings. Enhances the outline of in-focus ranges with a specific color. Page 37 AF Micro Adj. Do not use an
Eye-Fi card inserted in the camera on an airplane. The Unique Digital Shooting Functions The unique digital
shooting functions Here we will introduce some of the unique functions achieved by full use of Sony imaging
technology. Sweep panorama mode allows you to shoot wide, panoramic scenes that cannot fit all at one time
on the screen, without any breaks and discontinuity. Anti Motion Blur Tips for shooting a panoramic image
Pan the camera in an arc with a constant velocity and in the same direction as the indication on the LCD
monitor. Vertical direction Anti Motion Blur The camera combines 6 shots at high speed into 1 still image, so
camera shake Restriction Of The Functions Restriction of the functions Functions available for each shooting
mode The functions you can use depend on the selected shooting mode. In the table below, indicates the
function available. The functions you cannot use are displayed in gray on the screen. Shoot Mode Exposure
Comp. Flash Modes Available Flash modes available The flash modes you can select depend on the shooting
mode and functions selected. In the table below, not available. The flash modes you cannot select are
displayed in gray on the screen. Use a wireless lighting ratio control flash sold separately or a wireless flash
sold separately. Number Of Recordable Images The table shows the approximate number of still images that
can be recorded on a memory card formatted with this camera. The values are defined using Sony standard
memory cards for testing. The values may vary depending on the shooting conditions. Page 47 Movies The
table below shows the approximate recording times available. These are the total times for all movie files.
Continuous recording is possible for approximately 29 minutes per recording. The maximum size of an MP4
movie file is about 2 GB.
Chapter 6 : Download Sony Alpha NEX-7 PDF User Manual Guide
NEX-7 / NEX-7K service manual will guide through the process and help you recover, restore, fix, disassemble and
repair Sony NEX-7 / NEX-7K Digital Camera. Information contained in service manuals typically includes schematics /
circuit diagrams, wiring diagrams, block diagrams, printed wiring boards, exploded views, parts list, disassembly.

Chapter 7 : Download Sony NEX-7 Users Manual in PDF
Sony Alpha NEX-7 Camera User Manual, Instruction Manual, User Guide (PDF) Free Download Sony Alpha NEX-7
PDF User Manual, User Guide, Instructions, Sony Alpha NEX-7 Owner's Manual. Sony Alpha NEX-7 E-mount
Interchangeable Lens Camera equipped with a high resolution MP APS-C large CMOS sensor provides incredible detail
and amazing enlargements.

Chapter 8 : SONY NEX-7 INSTRUCTION MANUAL - OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION MANUAL Pdf Downlo
NEX-7 Interchangeable Lens Digital Camera Operations Instruction Manual E-mount Parts and controls
Triple-dial-control Custom key assignment AF/MF button/AEL button.
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which will make the NEX-7 experience more enjoyable.
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